A N A LY T I C S

Insights that transform data
into revenue generating
opportunities
Kareo Analytics is a powerful business analytics engine that aligns
with your billing operations. With Kareo Analytics as part of your
daily revenue cycle management workflow, you can move forward
with confidence knowing that your time and resources are being
fully optimized.

Business Critical Insights

Save Time, and Prioritize

Your Data, Your Way

Get business intelligence that takes
your revenue cycle management to the
next level. Track trends, uncover
opportunities and address inefficiencies with ease.

Quickly identify unrealized revenue
opportunities across multiple practices
and providers. Then, prioritize your
team’s activity based on the greatest
revenue impact.

Powerful, customizable reports provide
instant access to your data. Easily
create benchmarks, goals and field
labels to align with your business
needs.

Advanced Reporting and Dashboards
Begin seeing value from Kareo Analytics immediately with robust out of the box reports and dashboards, then customize
these standard reports or create new reports and dashboards to personalize your insights.
Key Indicators Dashboard

Applied Payments Detail

Year over Year Analysis

Key Indicators Detail

Refunds Detail

Claims Tracking

Encounters Detail

A/R Aging by Payer Scenario

Net Collection Rate Detail

Charges Detail

A/R Aging by Insurance

Key Indicator Analysis

Adjustments Detail

A/R Aging by Patient

Procedure Code Analysis
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A N A LY T I C S

Fully Customizable
Kareo Analytics goes beyond traditional business analytics solutions by providing you with the power to
perform detailed customizations. This enhanced functionality ensures that you see immediate value as well
as insights tailored to your needs.
Reports and dashboards
Kareo provides, maintains, and
updates a list key reports for immediate use, value, and to build upon to
serve your needs.

Create reports from scratch
Use Kareo Analytics to build your own
data investigation, analysis, visualization, communication, data extracts and
more!

Customize any report or dashboard
Any standard report can be completely
customized, from labeling, charts,
tables (columns, rows), formulas or
benchmarks!

Quick and Responsive user
experience
Because all the data is loaded nightly
into a data warehouse and then
loaded into memory when you access
the product, the user experience is
quick and responsive.

Integrated view of all your practices
and providers
All your Kareo data (all KIDs, all
practices and providers, for all time) is
at your fingertips for discovery and
analysis.

In-App Definitions of the formulas
being used
We strive for transparency and you can
see what formulas mean, how they are
defined, and how to change them to
meet your needs

Call 888-775-2736 or visit www.kareo.com/analytics to learn more.

It’s better when everything works together
Kareo’s complete, integrated platform makes it easier to manage the day-to-day of
running your practice so you can focus on what matters most, caring for your patients.

CLINICAL
(EHR)

Easy-to-use, full-featured EHR
designed for doctors, by doctors

BILLING
(PM)

Powerful revenue management
engine that saves you time

ENGAGE

(GROWTH)

Grow your practice and create
a superior patient experience

